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Economic Recovery Framework for the Cann River Community
Visioning, strategies and time path
Cann River is a small rural community which lies at the junction of the Princes Highway and the Monaro
Highway. The former is a major Tourist Vehicle (TV) route for grey nomads and bikers between the
NSW South Coast and Gippsland. The Monaro connects the ACT and Queanbeyan areas directly and the
Sydney/Albury stretch of the Hume Highway. Both carry large trucking rigs, many trucking sawmill logs
up into NSW. It is surrounded by State forests and the Alfred, Lind, Coopracambra and Croajingolong
National Parks (all of which are of low accessibility). It lies at the northern end of the East Gippsland
Shire Council which is headquartered 170 kms away in Bairnsdale.
East Gippsland was a major location of hardwood sawmilling and Cann River’s population was directly
related to that trade as the regional economy was not diversified; while there have been no significant
rezonings for sea-change estates. The Cann River community has been damaged economically (and
psychologically by local accounts) by the complete closedown of milling which started in the 1990s:
APPROXIMATE*
YEAR *

MILLS *

*

TIMBER /RELATED**
EMPLOYMENT *

POPULATION *

*
195*
58*
0*

*********336*(1991)*
246*
223*
169*

VicForests*

*
1996*
2007*
2016*

*
8*
3*
0*

*

The*last*vestiges*of*the*last*operating*mill*closed*in*early*May*2016.**It*was*unnoticed*after*more*significant*blows*earlier.*

*

The State Government’s Socio-economic impact of the timber industry in East Gippsland (2012) reported
that
For the Gippsland Statistical Division, it was estimated that ... there was an increase of
12% in timber industry employment from 1996-2006, which was double the Victorian
average for that period. In the East Gippsland Statistical Division, it was estimated that
the timber industry employed 1289 people (2.3% of all workers), but there the timber
industry was severely affected by a decreased native forest harvest, which was the main
contributor to a decline of 23% in forest industry employment between 1996 and 2006 –
the largest of any Statistical Division in Victoria during that period.
A complementary report commissioned by DPI found that in Gippsland, there were
many towns and cities that are either highly dependent or significantly dependent on
the timber industry for direct employment and for expenditure by forestry businesses.
Listed from most dependent to least dependent, these were Heyfield, Cann River ....
There are further real and urgent threats to the town’s prosperity right now. Action delayed would
represent continued neglect of duty. The current situation can be summarised on the basis of
observation, web searches and some direct contacts, with explanations following, with a prognosis
(which is the central topic of this review, to be expanded into community engagement):
!

STATE !

Is!“aware”!of!SWOTs*!

•

Coalition!MP!invisible!

•

Shire!is!invisible!

•

UncoDordinated,!unequal!and!
divided!

Is!represented!locally!

•

DEPWA!office!(which!is!moving!
out)!

•

No!except!for!unstaffed!van!
park!and!partDtime/near!
defunct!Community!Centre!

•

Ineffectual!in!ensuring!
essential!competitive!elements!

Has!relevant!“strategy”!

•

No!economic!

•

No!economic!

•

•

Tourism!excludes!Cann!and!
problematical!

•

No!tourism!but!negotiating!
upgrade!of!the!central!
intersection!

Two!cabals!have!a!
monopolistic!pricing!approach,!
one!of!which!is!seen!to!be!
hostile!to!community!interests!

•

No!

•

No!

•

No!

Devotes!resources!to!“opportunities”!

SHIRE!COUNCIL !

LOCAL!COMMUNITY !

!

* Strengths and weaknesses (internal) and Opportunities and Threats (external).
East Gippsland is a complex situation and it should not surprise that there a troublespot or two. The
prognosis resulting from this “scan” report is:
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•
•
•

The community cannot resolve its local problems without an intervention that informs and
challenges on the basis of data and reality
The area’s “brand” is dead but a new one is latent in the locale and its birthing is the top
priority so that subsequent actions are soundly-based
The 1994 amalgamation of five councils to form one Shire can be seen to have had negative
and not unexpected results, most especially a managerial preoccupation with operational
blow-ups rather than strategic matters, and a loss of awareness of and influence over realworld “place” situations. Conversely, expectations must be managed so the community works
within practicalities.
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SWOT & VISIONING
The SWOT is a useful way of summarising a lot of information in a concise and clear format. It is more
useful with an index map:
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30#to#45#kms#
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Maybe#
•
Heliport#and#base#for#expedition#
tours#and#emergency#base#
•
Model#planes#
•
Bicycle/BMX#
•
Equestrian#
•
Tie#in#with#mill#museums/gyms#etc#

Hicks'Point'

There are two motels, a small
one at the start of the Monaro
and another on the Princes (old
and new sections on either
side). The Hotel is on left or
south of the Monaro, opposite
the United servo which
functions as a coach layover
(Cann is roughly half way
between Bairnsdale and
Batemans Bay).
The layover used to be where
the “ex petrol station” is. There
is one daily coach service in
each direction but multiple
buses are used in peak periods.

The only supermarket is opposite the United and then follow four bakery cafes, Wild Rye being
famous. On the other side is Relics café and a vintage goods shop.
The Post Office and Police Station are a little way up the Monaro.
The River and van park are well-known but the sawmills, soccer field and nature tracks are hidden gems
(potentially).
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Great&natural&beauty&in&the&trees,&walks&and&
remotely&on&the&sea5line&
Skilled&people&in&the&timber&industry,&those&
left&or&nearby&
Café&culture&
Junction&of&two&major&roads&
Defunct&timber&mill&buildings&and&access&
ways&
Service&centres&–&Post&Oﬃce,&Police,&
Centrelink&
&

Spatial&monopolies&in&local&business&sectors&–&
service&stations,&supermarket,&motels&and&hotel&
Poor&service&standards&in&most&businesses&outside&
cafes,&Post&Oﬃce&
Limited&coach&timetable&
Lack&of&motor&servicing&facilities&(adverse&reports&
on&treatment&of&past&service&personnel)&–&3&
breakdowns&over&Easter&but&no&tyre,&electrical&or&
mechanical&services&and&any&tools&had&to&be&
purchased&from&the&supermarket&
Short&and&erratic&opening&hours&–&supermarket&
and&hotel&
Dreadful&roads&to&sea5line&
Poor&condition&and&lack&of&supervision&in&van&park&
Lack&of&regard&for&Shire&Council&
Inadequate&parking&spaces&for&RVs&

S" W"
T"
O" Further&deterioration&of&roads&to&sea5line&

Vacant&soccer&oval&(emergency&access)&
Van&park&site&for&higher&revenue&collection&
Less&developed&walkways&behind&van&park&
Community&is&hungry&for&jobs&
Number&of&vacant&mill&buildings&
Redevelopment&of&intersection&with&space&
for&toilets,&a&visitor&centre,&breakdown&kiosk&
and&extra&RV&parking&
Extra&coach&services&from&west&and&north,&
possibly&south&
Adventure&walks&into&forests&
Sensory&walk&
Aerial&models&
BMX&and&pushbike&tracks&oﬀ&soccer&ﬁeld&
Expedition&service&to&beaches&and&Point&Hicks&
Eco5lodges&in&bush&

By5passing&by&coaches&especially&due&to&
United’s&lack&of&access&to&toilets&
Dept&of&Environment&Land&Water&&&Planning&
move&its&oﬃce&out&of&town&
Deterioration&of&mill&buildings&and&housing&
Closure&of&community&centre&due&to&lack&of&
interest&
Continuation&of&neglect&by&governmental&
levels&
&
&

The SWOT leans towards the negative side which is
how the locals see the situation – high prices, erratic
opening hours, lack of RV parking and so on.
The Community Centre is said to be closing. The
distance from Shire and State HQs has produced
alienation – not one person spoken to in Cann River
(and even Bairnsdale) had a good word to say about
the way the 1994 amalgamation was carried out.
Not one person spoken to locally had any idea of how
to improve things except one motel owner suggested
that the fences around the old service station be torn
down so that coaches could lay-over there, which
would move catering towards the main concentration
of cafes. A pedestrian crossing would need to be
marked.

The Hotel was negatively regarded in terms of erratic closing times and possible usage of closed rooms
for casual accommodation contrary to fire and other defects. Its potential and the supermarket’s are
negatived. Corporate commitment is apparently non-existent in general terms.
The “place” is so good that many things are possible. In this context, “visioning” is about moving from
one reality, the timber one, from the 1980s, to a self-image that will last for decades to come. The likely
direction is to move from “resource” to “heritage” and to labour-intensive recreation jobs, something
like:
•

From tall timbers to sandy shores

•

Forest and beaches – heritage works for us

•

Heritage works for us

•

Break your journey in nature’s beauty

•

From the forest giants to the rolling waves

•

Building on nature’s beauty in Cann River.

Facilities and programs, people, and land and buildings need to be gathered into options which will be
discussed with all government, industry and community stakeholders and the Shire Council. The
emphasis will be on creating the environment which stimulates sustainable employment-generating
activities. There might be grants and contributions for facilities. Giving the community a sense of
ownership might be the key element in Cann River’s recovery.
Lessons learnt from the regional economics literature and personal studies point to the need to build on
what we have rather than pick winners through importing bright ideas. Sometimes, as here, the
inherent “weaknesses and threats” in SWOTs are more significant than the “strengths and
opportunities”. There can be no ill-discipline in public investment or community expectations, no “blue
sky dreaming”. That would come after a circuit-breaker, something that would give a heart starter to
recovery.
The national statistical agencies have not produced meaningful and timely economic, tourism and
community indicators at this low geographic level. The Shire has conducted several strategic planning
studies such as Advancing Orbost 2020 (2013) and there are some excellent regional framework reports
but there is a special employment challenge in Cann River. The Shire Council was intending to pursue
such a study but hadn’t started and the urgency is such that an extra resource should have been
welcomed.
It is recreating the heritage and building on skills and good people that will inspire and generate new
but familiar jobs. Detailed comments follow which expands on the SWOT by sector. The future
emphasis will be on sport, recreation and heritage (including a timber incubator and eco-facilities):
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SECTOR
Tourism
(seasonal
loads
recognised)

COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Transport and
roads

•
•
•
•
•

Parking

•
•
•

Manufacturin
g agriculture
and forestry

•
•
•

More and proper toilets
More coach services per day from north, west and south – requires State
cooperation
Expedition trips to coastline for eco-walking, fishing and light camping
High status among grey nomads on the East Coast trek – free hot showers and
picnic facilities are the most-mentioned features (presumably passed by word of
mouth)
The lack of supervision in the van park is the most talked-about problem, with fee
evasion and two violent incidents in the 2016 Easter period
The Cann River coach stopover identity needs a lift – example of coaches
stopping at Orbost even when scheduled to stop at Cann River, while the new
United owners have cut off access to the toilets (producing some 50 complaints
a week to the coach operator)
Café signage is of variable quality. It is a pity to see a commercial pie sign outside
the place that has the best hamburgers and steak sandwiches in Australia!
Hours of operation and random shop and hotel closures are deleterious
There are a lot of biker visitors who overnight in the camp area and elsewhere,
but the biker identity seems to not be well-promoted
The forested areas suggest scope for eco-tourism, bushfire risk is real (Forest
Air’s back-burning operations add to the thought of a heliport for emergency and
tourism usage)
The proximity of fishing and walking wonderlands suggests scope for facility
development, accessibility improvements, and the possible development of a
heliport on the eastern side of the town
The junction of the Monaro and Princes highways is lightly trafficked but large
vehicles predominate
There are no car hire, taxi truck or other transport services within 170 kms
Roads into the coastal delights are bone-shaking and signage is confusing
There is still signage to defunct sites and facilities at the big intersection
VicRoads plans a $3 million improvement package at the interchange which gives
scope for a visitor centre, toilets, breakdown kiosk, extra RV parking and suchlike
(with possible take of several front lawns which look like they are zoned for road
widening) and hopefully hot and cold dispensing machines for late-night
refreshment
Smaller vehicles have few problems
Long vehicles have problems – “RV Friendly” lies ahead – parking availability is
short at times and frustrations have been observed
Parking around the Mick Baum Park needs monitoring due to occasional coach
stopovers and overnighters, the roads being marked for car parking
There is no real sign of the area’s industrial heritage, with mills all being away
from the Highways and not signposted, although the collectibles/relics shop is
interesting for visitors
Several inoperative mill sites are in close proximity to the Highways, suggesting
possible re-use as timber shops (Bungendore), incubator factories for timber
working, and an active museum
Awareness of the rail heritage to the south suggests possible development of a
Cycle Trail as in the Clare as well as cooperative marketing with places which are
already marketing themselves such as BawBaw
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Retail &
Services

•

Museum and artefacts

•

Evidence of collusive pricing among the few smallgoods retailers – monopoly
behaviour between Pakistani businesses
o Shell service station
o Friendly Grocer store which owns Shell
o United service station –links with Shell & Friendly
Shop opening hours are limited and erratic in several cases
No laundry facilities, the machines in the van park are vandalised
There are no newsagents, chemists, medical clinic, optometrist, appliance shop
etc

•
•
•

Food and
beverage

•
•

The cafés and bakery facilities are superb generally and there is plenty of parking
for small vehicles
The pub has erratic hours and variable service quality levels

Motor trades

•

There is no licenced mechanic or auto-electrician within about 170 kms but with
regular car breakdowns (three over this past Easter) there is a need for improved
service to travellers via kiosk contact at the very least

Administratio
n

•

The Shire Council owns the van park and users have suggested installation of a
token and/or keypad system for the washing machines and toilet/shower
building, to reduce theft, fee evasion and vandalism. This is an urgent matter
Educational opportunities would need to be identified during the process

•
Sport and
recreation

•

•
Ecological
and heritage

•

Accommodati
on

•
•

Corruption

•

Underused assets include a soccer field with adjacent potential walking and
cycling trails, and nature tracks at the back of the van park and along the River.
The River might stimulate imaginations (that’s how the Skitube came about).
The important markets are grey nomads, bikers and residents
o Two disused mills near town suggest gym and indoor sports potential,
indoor bowls and gold, wall-climbing etc
o BMX and bike/cycle racing
o Bicycle and biker touring and adventure
o Ice rink
o Gocarting
o Helicopter adventure flights as well as fishing expeditions on- and
offshore
o (Golf, archery and sport shooting unknown)
o Model boat racing
No DVD/cinema or library
The areas around the town, at the back of the van park, and one the way and
along the coast suggest great potential for the development of eco-tourism
walks, accommodation, bike trails, horse-riding (where suitable), and one or
more sensory trail/s for vision-impaired people ( ref Sawpit Creek in Kosciusko
NP)
Accommodation is limited to the two well-regarded motels (one of which is on
two sites) and the van park, the pub’s rooms are off-market , supposedly closedoff by Council action – this is an important issue for the future
B&B awareness could be improved as there are lots of empty houses (some of
which might be run on a group basis)
Evident distortion of Council finances and requirements
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Note – some
text is whited
out for ©
At the end of the day, jobs are needed that are sustainable – year-round and secure. Food, recreation,
tourism and associated services have high labour usage and good career paths. That is the priority if
Carr River is to be viable.
ASSETS
The natural beauty of the place and its forestry heritage add real value to the strategic positioning on
the main roads system. The van park is beautiful (given management limitations) but the walks at the
back – some 5 kms of track – are badly neglected and are capable of being developed in the character of
the Sawpit Creek tracks in Kosciusko NP including a sensory track for less well sighted folk. Travellers
would also like to have better access to the coastal national parks and it is not good enough to say
there is no demand now as there are no facilities for people without sound cars.
The converse is true for young and active visitors. There are flat areas aplenty for pushbike riders, and
hilly sections abut the soccer field for bmx racers. The field is ideal for a heliport associated with both
emergency and recreational access, including expedition vehicles to the sea and into the forests. Aerial
models could be encouraged without undue noise impacts and boating models could be encouraged on
sections of the river and in the oval if pondage is justified. Aquatic sports are thin on the ground in the
region and might be provided as part of an eco lodge development. Go-carting would fit into the new
sporting array.
The overall intent is to progressively develop a sporting and eco image with associated employment.
The disused mills can be used for indoor climbing, gyms, bowls, cricket and basketball. The grounds
could be used for netball, tennis and even archery. An interactive museum could be developed in the
nature of the Gum Diggers Museum in NZ as well as the steam and vehicle museums in various parts of
the country (some seeking new locations).
High walkways are unlikely to be suitable in the thin canopies of the dominant tree species but surface
activities such as walking and cycling could be easily developed.
RETAIL
Competition is the essence. One supermarket is insufficient especially in its under-stocked and dusty
state. One café retails foodstuff quite cheaply but is under-marketed. The two service stations match
pricing and are prohibitively expensive for most residents and travellers. The supermarket closes at 2
pm on weekends and only moved its weekday closing from 5 pm to 6 pm when this study started.
The public phone takes phone cards but no shop sells them, even the Post Office.
COACHES
The daily coach service is run to very high professional standards but is constrained by the lack of
adequate stopover facilities and alternative layover space. Multiple vehicles run the service in peak
periods but the potential to increase the number of daily services, especially on weekends at least
initially, needs to be explored along with the re-badging campaign.
It might be important for a trial expedition service to the coast and possibly the western forests could
be run at the right times of year.
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SKILLS
Timber workers, hauliers and foresters used to abound in the region and there are a few left – with the
possibility of other returning. Strangely there was an education centre in the area in the 1980s which
was the model for a Forest Products Working Party in NSW State Development in 1987. (The Shire
Council seems to have no memory of this.)
An incubator could be set up in a disused building under the administration of TAFE. The lathes, saws
and benches and the like would be available somewhere. Support office staff could be part-time from
the community. A special investigation is needed. Establishing a shop as at Bungendore and Cessnock
could be a boost for the mainstreet. A district forester from the 1980s is available to guide the process.
There is a need to get back the motor trades on some basis. A limited recovery and breakdown service
is available from a wrecker through the Police (which might seem strange) but it’s not enough as Easter
showed – Cann River got a bad reputation then.
STRATEGY: GOVERNANCE, ENGAGEMENT AND DECISION
Cann River has been a timber milling and production centre for a very long time; and the closure of all
seven mills had obvious economic and psychological impacts. This had been a long and progressive
trend but the Shire has not had a strategy to re-brand and reinvigorate the local economy. The
existence of broad economic and tourism planning document shows the dangers of plans that “sit on
the shelves” (the Appendix contains critiques of them). What is more needed is a professional,
community-based assessment of existing human and physical assets in the area against possible
economic initiatives designed to create new but familiar jobs that will be sustainable year-round and
into the foreseeable future. This is not an academic exercise.
The Shire of East Gippsland was formed in 1994 from the amalgamation of the City of Bairnsdale, Shire
of Bairnsdale, Shire of Omeo, Shire of Orbost, Shire of Tambo and parts of the Shire of Rosedale. All
councillors represent the “whole” of the Shire whereas the previous five are understood to have
comprised wards – making the numbers of representational areas 1 versus say 20. A known
characteristic of amalgamated councils is that the managements have a much wider array of micropolitical issues to manage, like tree removals, collapsed potholes, dirty parks and civic events – the
latter demanding so-important “briefing papers” and certificates etc, distracting from strategic issues.
Meaning, the bottom line of amalgamated councils, as established by Dollery in NSW and the Victorian
experience, is higher costs with lower results. Usually, the “same” officers are appointed and are under
pressure to reduce staffing so as to demonstrate economies – making efficiency more important that
effectiveness.
An alternative and/or complementary approach is to have a polycentric engagement layer as in
Auckland with its 21 representatives and 21 local planning boards. Such a “creative reconstruction of
local governance” was written in NSW and some of its materials might be tested with the community –
such as “community governments” which do not employ staff but help to allocate resources to services
and feed-back results and further needs. At the extreme might be a plebiscite to test the community’s
desire to have ward representation – Section 5B of the Local Government Act 1989 has either wards or
all whole-of-shire representation which would defeat the mixed option of the highly regarded London
Assembly arrangement (built into “creative reconstruction”).
The review took the best available data sources for the region and area on employment and output
trends, tourism demand and supply, retail and related industries competitiveness and complaints, and
whatever key indicators are available; from the East Gippsland Shire Council, Bureau of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, Forests Victoria, ABS, Tourism Research Australia, Victorian Association of Forest
Industries, Forest and Wood Products Association, VicRoads, Departments of State Development
Business and Innovation, and Economic Development Jobs Transport and Resources, local business
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chambers and community groups, educators, Police, National Parks, and internet resources. The
Gippsland Regional Growth Plan (2014) has general background. More information can be expected to
come from the full engagement path (below).
Such information will populate the background section of the proposed community engagement.
Photographs and descriptions will follow of used and disused/vacant sites available within the area of
the main types: tourism, transport and roads, parking, manufacturing agriculture and forestry, retail &
services, food and beverage, motor trades, administration, sport and recreation, ecological and
heritage, and accommodation. The intentions and suggestions of the various agencies and businesses
will be described, with their permission.
Synthesis will be achieved through SWOT1 and scenario analyses. Facilities and programs, people, and
land and buildings will be gathered into options which will be discussed with all government, industry
and community stakeholders and the Shire Council. The emphasis will be on creating the environment
which stimulates sustainable employment-generating activities. There might be grants and
contributions for facilities. Giving the community a sense of ownership might be the key element in
Cann River’s recovery.
As proven in Newcastle, Wollondilly Shire, the Southern Highlands, Rockdale/Brighton-le-Sands, the
Blue Mountains and elsewhere, it is important to engage the community on their terms but give real
options which is in the right-hand column. The Minister would select which broad approach would best
suit the Government’s needs and budget. The costs will be under the tender threshold. The first stage
has been largely completed and is available as a product and a more comprehensive (up to a year for a
total of about $100,000) series of steps could follow:
Common%elements%
1.

Broad(understanding(of(the(main(issues(facing(the(district(and(its(assets(((

2.

Matching(ideas(for(better(utilisation(for(each(issue:((reasonable(objectives,(targets(and(standards,(strategy,(tactics(and(“how(to(
measure”(

3.

Neat(engagement(brochure(of(about(12(pages((with(photos,(maps(and(plainCEnglish(words((

4.

Community(acceptance(through(understanding(of(preliminary,(nonCpreCdetermined(scenarios((councillors(and(executives(in(the(
Shire(will(get(a(preCbriefing(or(better)(

Shorter%path%
•

One(community(meeting(after(item(3(

•

Report(to(Council(

Rockdale3style%
•

One(community(meeting(after(item(3(and(two(more(at(
about(monthly(intervals,(one(more(after(cluster(reports(are(
received(

•

Reports(to(Council(at(monthly(intervals(

•

Cluster(groups(set(up(to(look(at(the(main(action(areas,(say(
manufacturing,(recreation(&(sporting,(cultural(&(heritage,(
nature(including(sensory(trails,(transport(&(logistics,(and(
retail(&(services(

•

Engagement(of(ABS(and(TRA(to(see(what(supplementary(
data(they(can(provide(

•

Correspondence(with(State(and(Federal(agencies(about(
data,(programs(and(linked(opportunities(

•

Data(sheets(for(each(cluster:((history,(context,(challenges,(
opportunities(

•

Support(for(each(cluster,(whatever(they(need(

•

Cluster(reports(to(CEO(and(Shire(Council(

•

Consolidated(opportunity(sheets/reports((

•

Update(and(reCissue(of(engagement(brochure(

•

Community(meeting(

•

Final(report(to(Shire(Council(
o
FollowCup(in(normal(manner(
o
Correspondence(out(to(State(&(Federal(
authorities(

(
1

Strengths and Weaknesses (internal factors), and Opportunities and Threats (external factors), contained in a four-quadrant chart.
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A shortened right-hand process is feasible with assessment as to how to proceed after the
“consolidated opportunity sheets/ reports stage”. Entrepreneurs and operators cannot be expected to
implement and subsidise uneconomic facilities but growth in local activity will have multiplier effects
such as in transport and even tourism projects: community consciousness might stimulate locals to
become active and external investors to take notice.
A start will be made to a sustainable growth path. The replacement jobs will need to be year-round and
secure, meaning they will have to be based on solid grounds. Expectations must be managed within
that constraint. The best things are that replacement activities would be labour-intensive, and the
community and environmental qualities of the region would be better appreciated from south, west
and north.
This “economic recovery framework” report is submitted for the Minister’s and Parliamentary
Secretary’s consideration for application to the Cann River community and possible adaptation for use
in other small communities which have been under-appreciated to date in wider planning processes.

This document is provided as a draft under “commercial in confidence” conditions pending negotiation of
terms.
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APPENDIX
The Gippsland Regional Growth Plan focussed on primary industry but included the following (“periurban” starts 100 kms out of Melbourne):

The proportionate contributions to expected growth include construction but not accommodation &
food services:

It added commercial fishing and tourism but without offering numbers. Its tourism findings were:
Tourism policy, strategies and action plans of relevance to all or parts of Gippsland were reviewed.
The main findings showed strong support for Gippsland’s tourism sector across national, state,
regional and local strategies. Common elements included:
• new direction for nature-based tourism linked to environmental assets, such as national and
state reserves, coasts and waterways
• new direction for rural-based tourism associated with scenic drives, agriculture, food and wine
• consolidation of tourism associated with existing products, such as Phillip Island, Gippsland
Lakes and Walhalla
There is an opportunity to develop tourism in Gippsland and capitalise on the range of
environmental and cultural heritage assets, including those on public land and the rural farmed
landscape. Agriculture also provides opportunities for complementing nature-based tourism
experiences. Gippsland’s tourism opportunities can be defined in three categories:
• new investment to rejuvenate existing product and expand existing opportunities
• further investment to meet unmet demand
• new investment to facilitate new tourism opportunities.
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Its sources were:
East Gippsland
• Tourism strategy: East Gippsland Strategic
Tourism Plan
• Municipal Strategic Statement: Encourage
tourism, particularly accommodation with
strong links to the areas natural assets
• Zones for tourism: Special Use
• Overlays: Significant Landscape

Croajingolong
• Strategic support in tourism strategies:
• National: Yes
• State: Yes
• Regional: Yes
• Existing tourism product: Yes
• Proximity to tourism product on public
land, coasts: Yes
• Accessible from major tourism routes,
highways: Yes
Highway commercial precinct planning
From a commercial planning standpoint there
are four key issues related to highway
commercial activities. These are:
•

Highway commercial activities tend to be
higher order in nature and reflect regional
level activities. This limits the number of
regional cities, regional centres and towns
where there is likely to be a realisable
highway activity demand. In the
foreseeable future it is likely that demand
for highway commercial sites will be
limited to the major regional centres and
towns of Traralgon, Morwell, Bairnsdale,
Sale and Wonthaggi.

•

There has been a common policy response
in the provision of highway commercial
precincts to cater for emerging and future
needs in several regional centres and
towns. At Bairnsdale, Sale, Warragul and
Wonthaggi councils have identified a
preferred location for highway commercial
precincts located well away from the
existing town centre at the highway
approaches to the respective towns.

•

There is a need to provide for future
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highway commercial activities to meet the
needs of Morwell and Traralgon.
•

There is a need to develop a common
approach for the physical planning and
development of future highway
commercial precincts. This should be
directed to achieve attractive gateways to
the major regional city, regional centres
and towns through consistent
landscaping, signage, lighting and urban
design treatments. It should also ensure
precincts are designed as safe highway
environments with the need to maintain
visibility, highway access and safety.

The Gippsland Regional Tourism Direction 2013-18 took a 5-year perspective and is led by Destination
Gippsland. It stated overall industry operator needs and responses and discussed a few major places;
but missed the Cann River-type perspective which in this case also covers Orbost (whose strategy does
not include tourism apart from a pathway) and even Bairnsdale as well as the labour-intensive smallscale sports and recreational activities so loved by grey nomads and bikers (no mention of them either).
It was stated that “Since 2008 visitation to Gippsland has increased by 10.1% predominantly on the strength
of the growing daytrip market” without joining the dots. Instead
•

This plan is aligned with the Gippsland Regional Plan and the Tourism Victoria Regional Strategy.
It identifies actions that will benefit the region as a whole.

•

The Strategic Direction will be complemented by an annual review process and more detailed
action plans including budget allocations and performance measures.

Its map shows the highlights of the tourism experience while missing major towns, places and routes
(such as the Princes and Monaro Highways!):

The modest “five tourism objectives (which) will guide the region’s strategic priorities and goals” were:
1. To increase overnight visitation – from 5.4 million to a target level of 5.7 million overnight
visitors per annum
2. To increase visitor expenditure – from $2.8 billion to a target level of $3 billion in direct and
indirect expenditure per annum
3. To increase length of stay – from 2.8 days to a target level of 2.9 days per visitor
4. To increase dispersal (geographical and seasonal) [non-specific as a target]
5. To increase visitor satisfaction [ditto]
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The following quotes need to be taken with a grain of salt. This author reconstructed the tourism
strategies of the Hunter and Blue Mountains and knows well that the presence of bodies does not
ensure the achievement of meaningful outcomes, especially the SME-driven employment programs so
distained by resort operators:
The results show that Gippsland has performed
well by having:
•
•
•

A regional tourism organisation focused on
its core role of regional marketing and
development
Local government support

Strong, consistent and effective leadership
by individuals and organisations

Accepted if it works as it does not in the Blue
Mountains and was dissolved
Nominal in the case of East Gippsland in the
specific circumstances of smaller towns if not
the bigger ones as well
Nice hope, not available off-the-shelf and
rarely sighted in the wild

The region was considered to perform satisfactorily
in regards to:
•

Consistent visitor services excellence

•
•

Research driven cooperative marketing
Risk management plans

There is an opportunity to improve Gippsland’s
performance in the:
•
•
•

•

Needs to separate resorts which are in their
own world from coach service timetables,
camping places, access roads to remote sites
etc (latter is very important in relation to
Croajingolong)
Ditto
These are well-known, long-established and
brilliantly handled by always-improving
emergency services workers and
agencies/councils
Should be addressed in plain language –
completely mucked-up or just absent?

Breadth and depth of tourism
infrastructure, products and events
matched to market demand
Strength of local tourism organisations
focused on their core role of visitor
servicing
Strategic planning for the region with
economic, social, environmental and
cultural objectives supported by local
destination plans

This is so motherhood, it covers everything,
ditto

Community’s understanding of the value of
tourism

This might be directed to resort
developments – which are truly important as locals know their jobs are dependant on
visitors

Regional priority projects with high tourism
potential:

Servicing is a term applied to operators not
RTOs
More motherhood, this points to the failure
of regional planning cascaded down to place
management. The concepts in this author’s
“Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local
Governance” should be assessed in this
context.
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•
•
•
•

Car Ferry Cowes/Stony Point, Bass Coast
South Face Road, Mt Baw Baw
Coastal Wilderness Walk, Croajingolong
National Park, East Gippsland
Penguin Parade Master Plan, Phillip Island

Local area priority projects:
• South Gippsland – Corner Inlet
Development Projects including Port
Welshpool Marina, Long Jetty and Rail Trail
• Baw Baw – Walhalla Goldfields Railway
Extension
• Latrobe Performing Arts and Convention
Centre, Lake Narracan Strategic Direction
• Wellington – Port of Sale development and
completion of Gippsland Plains Rail Trail
• East Gippsland – Bancroft Bay Marina
Metung and the Slip Road Marine Precinct
Redevelopment Paynesville

Reasonable but the Coastal Walk is not
continuous in access terms

Suspected that all are regional if properly
integrated in a better heritage- and placebased vision, there are few truly local projects
involving bus layovers, expedition services,
late night cafes, hotel and motel room rates
and services etc

The table is illustrative of the need to drive
thinking from a place perspective as well as from
the towers of excellence. The “responsibility”
column is misplaced as tourism products are
delivered by the private sector, not bureaucrats.
“Destination Opportunities” are not “packages”
or “products” in resort terms: they have to be
fully integrated as stated under “strategic
planning” above. Pilots are fine but “no one size
fits all” and transferability is impeded by many
factors, some narcissistic. The last line has direct
relevance to Cann River but the Council seems to
be resistant and slow (if not disinterested to the
extent shown in the last few weeks):

The next box does not set the heart fluttering:

There are other table where comments can be made but there is no point in having excessive detail
here. The message about the items in the next paragraph largely disappeared through the Shire
documents.
The State framework has interesting background, focussing as it did on food and fibre and on forestry
and construction:
The State Planning Framework, 17.03 Tourism
Objective
To encourage tourism development to maximise the
employment and long-term economic, social and cultural
benefits of developing the State as a competitive domestic and
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international tourist destination.
Strategies
Encourage the development of a range of well designed and
sited tourist facilities, including integrated resorts, motel
accommodation and smaller scale operations such as host farm,
bed and breakfast and retail opportunities.
Seek to ensure that tourism facilities have access to suitable
transport and be compatible with and build upon the assets and
qualities of surrounding urban or rural activities and cultural and
natural attractions.

Commonsense guidelines

The Tourism Investment Guidelines set out a planning cycle for
tourism projects, including concept (“is there a gap and why?”),
assessment, and site selection; and “Integrating government
decision-making on economic, social and environmental issues in
relation to tourism activities”. An abridged rendition of its
Industry Strategy is:
• Building upon existing tourism strengths by improving
the branding and marketing of Victoria; continuing to
pursue ... aviation access.
• Developing new tourism strengths by ensuring that
public infrastructure development takes into account
tourism requirements; continuing to attract and facilitate
investment; enhancing service skills and standards; and
promoting greater use of on-line services.
• Having a focus on long-term tourism growth
opportunities and in particular targeting emerging
international markets; ... developing regional
destinations...
• Strengthening the partnership between Government
and industry through better coordinated decisionmaking; policy coordination and advocacy; and
continuing communication of the benefits derived from
the tourism industry.
(NB “tourism” as a single target is not Cann River’s
preoccupation as there will “never” (?) be a resort there, the
issue is more broad-based into sports and heritage small-scale
enterprises.)

The Twin Rivers Land Use Plan (Essential Economics et al 2011) is the only known local strategic
assessment done recently. It is not directly relevant in most respects but its conclusions are interesting:
Tourism-related development opportunities exist in the Twin Rivers region(including) the scenic
location of the three townships on the Tambo and Nicholson Rivers, the attractive rural
outlooks, the East Gippsland Rail Trail which traverses through the region, and the proximity to
Bairnsdale and Lakes Entrance. These opportunities may include, but are not limited to... :
• Cafe and tourism-related retail development, particularly in close proximity to the river
and Princes Highway. Opportunities may also exist in Nicholson associated with the East
Gippsland Rail Trail and day trips from Bairnsdale.
• Visitor accommodation.
• River-related tourism operators, including cruises and fishing trips.
• Food and wine tourism.
The amount of development potential will depend on the extent to which the region, or
particular towns, can established (sic) themselves as tourism destinations or as centres serving
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tourists as they pass through the region. This outcome would involve the establishment and
marketing of tourism businesses in the region.
(All are talking points about the potential of Cann River.)
Tourism Research Australia/ABS puts Cann River in its Lakes category. Its trends show an increase in
tourism expenditure from 2008 but a decline in overnight visitage. This has been seen in other tourist
areas – a rise in rate per room that goes with specialisation and reasonably high occupancy, with
elimination of small enterprises.
ABS puts Cann River into its Orbost category and their business counts show a reduction of single
proprietor businesses in agriculture forestry & fisheries from 249 in 2013 to 235 in 2015 but increases in 14 and 5-19 employees, so the overall balance is not clear. Total timber industry employment numbers
are fairly regular but anecdotally eastern Victoria has declined relative to southern NSW. Industry
associations have called for better statistical intelligence briefings. New plantings have declined
savagely across the board. The employment trends in the Gippsland Regional Growth Plan are not
specific enough to identify changes in the Cann River milling operations (but see above for VicForests
data); and its agricultural assessments are focussed on central Gippsland:
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